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Sun ( ) in Virgo ( ) in 1st
Moon ( ) in Leo ( ) in 12th
Mercury ( ) in Libra ( ) in 1st
Venus ( ) in Leo ( ) in 12th
Mars ( ) in Libra ( ) in 2nd
Jupiter ( ) in Capricorn ( ) in 5th
Saturn ( ) in Capricorn ( ) in 5th
Uranus ( ) in Leo ( ) in 12th
Neptune ( ) in Scorpio ( ) in 3rd
Pluto ( ) in Virgo ( ) in 12th
Ascendant in Virgo ( )
Midheaven in Gemini ( )
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SPOTLIGHT ON YOU
Peeling The Onion
Learning astrology is a lot like peeling an onion: there is always
another layer! What makes it so wonderful is that you can get as much
(and as little) out of astrology as you wish. Even the outermost layer of
astrology can provide important information about you and your life.
Planets, Signs, Houses and Aspects
You may have been introduced to the "Big Three" of astrology--your
Sun, Moon and Ascendant--in "Just a Taste" of Your Horoscope or in
basic textbooks. We come back to them here, to dig a little bit deeper.
Remember, your Sun is a key to your self-esteem, where you want to
shine, how you seek recognition, attention and positive feedback. The
Sun symbolizes your basic vitality and creative spirit.
Let’s look again at the meaning of the zodiac sign occupied by the Sun
when you were born.
Your Sun is in Virgo: The Expert
You may shine through your work, health, good sense or ability to fix
things, people and situations. You probably feel radiant and alive when
improving, repairing, or finding flaws and fixing them. You can pour much
energy into doing things right; you appreciate efficiency in the body and
on the job. You may be proud of your competence and careful attention
to detail. You are conscientious, well-organized, efficient and dedicated.
You are pragmatic and helpful. You probably enjoy the roles of
technician, analyst, efficiency expert, and server. Health and doing things
well (a good craftsperson) matter to you. You have common sense.
______
In addition to occupying a zodiac sign, the Sun occupies one of twelve
houses in your horoscope. Houses are pie-shaped wedges in the circular
horoscope, numbered one through twelve. They are calculated by
dividing up the space around the Earth as it rotates on its axis in one 24hour day. Thus, you can only know the house of your Sun if you know
your time of birth. A brief summary of the meaning of your Sun’s house
appears below.
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Your Sun is in the First House: Self-promotion
You need to shine for all that you are and everything you do. You
have natural charisma, sparkle, zest and enthusiasm. You can lead and
motivate others. You seek thrills and excitement. You want to be
recognized as noteworthy and important.
______
Now, let’s take a look at your Moon--your emotional base, your
nurturing capacity, your home and where you look for security, safety and
protection. We will interpret first the zodiac sign of your Moon. Then we
will look (briefly) at the house occupied by your Moon.
Your Moon is in Leo: Attention-getter
You can be quite dramatic (even flamboyant), zestful, enthusiastic and
fun-loving. Your emotional reactions are fiery, impressive and
charismatic. You may be subject to mood swings (up/down), but are
usually lively, extroverted, exuberant and magnetic. You want to be
proud of your home, so could turn it into a showcase. You may play a lot
at home, or fill it with exciting activities. You tend to nurture others
through giving compliments, encouragement or motivation. You may be
quite generous. Never having lost your inner child, you can share that
youthful, playful spirit with others. You feel safest when gaining admiration, applause, attention and love.
Your Moon is in the Twelfth House: Sweet
You tend to be very sensitive, and may pick up moods and emotions
from others. You can be too empathic and sometimes others play on
your sympathies, taking advantage. You feel for the downtrodden and
want to protect, assist and uplift others. You may be quite intuitive.
______
The first three building blocks of astrology are planets, signs and
houses. The fourth building block of astrology is aspects. Aspects refer
to the relationships between the planets. Certain angular separations
(such as 90 degrees, 120 degrees, etc.) have meanings in astrology.
This report will examine six of your aspects. (We have selected aspects
which are most likely to be significant for you. More aspects exist--like
more layers to the onion--if you want to study them in the future.)
The Moon is involved in the following aspect among your six most
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significant:
Your Moon Makes an Aspect to Your Mars
You have an inner struggle between a desire to be free and a desire to
be close, between asserting yourself and looking after others. You may
feel torn between being open and spontaneous about your feelings
versus holding back, holding in, and playing it safe. Your mother (figure)
could have affected your ability to be independent and to handle anger.
You are quite warm, can be an energetic caretaker, and generate emotional excitement. You can nurture yourself as well as others, feeding
courage in all.
______
Finishing up "The Big Three" we consider the zodiac sign of your
Ascendant and the aspects it forms that are among your six most
important. The Ascendant does not occupy a house. It is a sensitive
point which is the beginning of the first house of the horoscope, so no
house interpretation will appear.
Your Ascendant is in Virgo: Doing It Right
Your personal style is very dedicated, helpful and hardworking. Your
natural instinct is to look for the flaws and fix them! You can do this to
objects, situations and people, but do it most often to yourself. You may
have to learn to be less self-critical, to count your assets instead of your
flaws. You are likely to be quite efficient, with good organizational skills.
Usually modest, shy and somewhat reserved, you may not appreciate
how hard you work and how much you assist others. You may be
particularly talented in health areas or in any form of improvement or
repairs. You can be quite practical.
Your Ascendant Makes an Aspect to Your Pluto
Your willpower is strong and you may have excellent powers of concentration. Able to focus, you instinctively probe for answers, digging
beneath the surface and uncovering secrets and hidden matters. You
may probe at your own psyche, always looking deeper within. Competitive, you have a drive for power which needs a constructive channel. You
could have excellent stamina and good organizational skills. You seek an
intense bond with another, but need someone who is as strong as you.
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Your Ascendant Makes an Aspect to Your Neptune
You are apt to be quite sensitive and could be intuitive. Be cautious
with drugs and alcohol as you might be physically sensitive as well.
Idealistic and somewhat romantic, you can adopt rose-colored glasses
and may be deceived, disillusioned or disappointed by life, especially in
regard to relationships. Perfect partners don’t exist, but sharing a dream
or vision with others works well. Spiritual, idealistic or artistic activities
revitalize you, as does contact with nature.
______
Personal Planets
Three planets have a lot to say about how you operate: Mercury (a key
to your mind and communication skills), Venus (a key to love, affection
and pleasure) and Mars (a key to assertion, energy and action). Here we
will interpret Mercury, Venus and Mars by sign of the zodiac, by house,
and by aspect (if any aspects to these personal planets are among the six
most significant in your chart).
Your Mercury is in Libra: The Diplomat
You are a natural diplomat, with a knack for choosing the word or
phrase that people wish to hear. You can be quite graceful and charming
in your communication style. You may have a pleasant voice as well. An
artistic eye is likely, and you could create beauty with your hands or
through using flowing, lovely language (poetic). You may have quite a
delicate touch. You are probably interested in relationships, love, beauty,
harmony, the law and anything involving fair play and justice. Skilled at
comparing and contrasting, you tend to balance opposites and are a good
strategist and negotiator. You learn best in pleasant surroundings and
can be a good team player. You’re quite objective.
Your Mercury is in the First House: Talkative
Your first impulse is to think or to speak. You may speak quickly
(sometimes impulsively). Alert and active, you respond well to crises and
can think on your feet. Restless, you need variety and mental stimulation.
You can be quite direct and open.
Your Venus is in Leo: Exciting Love
You enjoy excitement, drama, creativity, attention, applause and love.
You seek a partnership which is full of zest, enthusiasm, thrills and the
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rush of adrenaline. You attract love by being generous, fun-loving,
exuberant and expressive. You show affection wholeheartedly, extravagantly, and passionately. You can be quite charismatic and sexy. Your
sensual nature is strong. You enjoy giving and getting compliments with
those you love.
Your Venus is in the Twelfth House: Inspired Love
You enjoy art, beauty, nature, mystical experiences and compassionate activities. You may have strong aesthetic talent. You prefer a
partner who is sensitive, cares about the less fortunate, is idealistic or
artistic. You might sacrifice too much for love; keep a balance.
Your Venus Makes an Aspect to Your Neptune
You have a strong sense of beauty and may well have artistic talent.
Possibilities include (but are not limited to) painting, design, photography,
dancing, music, singing, weaving, pottery, poetry, films, landscape
gardening, decorating, and more. You could have an eye for color, grace
and form. You might be quite attractive, with a natural grace. You prefer
the "easy" way and could be too passive (or evasive) sometimes--trying to
avoid anything unpleasant. You are looking for the ideal love, wanting to
find a perfect partner.
Your Venus Makes an Aspect to Your Mars
Sex appeal may ooze out of your pores. You are very sensitive to the
dance between self and other, particularly male and female. You are
working on the balance between personal and interpersonal desires. You
might enjoy asserting yourself and still get great pleasure from sharing
with another and compromising for the sake of a partner. You could put
beauty into motion (e.g., dancing, skating, skiing, etc.). You have a
strong sensual streak and may really enjoy physical pleasures.
Your Mars is in Libra: Beauty and Balance
Your basic instinct is to be with others. You can be quite sociable,
charming, courtly and civilized. You can also be indecisive or competitive. Sometimes, you cover anger with smiles rather than directly confronting issues. You are most apt to get angry over issues involving
partners or questions of justice, balance and fair play. You can put a lot
of energy into relationships, creating beauty, achieving fairness, and
adjusting injustices. Beauty and grace stimulate your sexual drive. You
can be quite loving and helpful.
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Your Mars is in the Second House: Endurance
You prefer financial independence, so will usually put much energy
into earning some of your own income. You can, however, spend on
impulse. You may be very active in pursuit of pleasure, material comforts, possessions, or beauty. You are quite sensual.
______

The Outer Planets
Beyond Mars lie Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto--the outer
planets of astrology. Because their orbits are so long, they may spend a
year or more in the same sign. So, you will share the meaning of these
sign placements with people who are around your age group. House
meanings, however, are much more relevant for you individually, as they
change every few hours. If any aspects are listed here, it is because they
were among your most significant ones.
______
We look first at Jupiter, the largest planet, which is a symbol of expansion, growth, opportunity and your desire for more. Jupiter is a key to
your ideals, ethics and where you look for meaning in life.
Your Jupiter is in Capricorn: More Responsible
12/02/1936-12/20/1937; 11/15/1948-04/12/1949; 06/27/1949-11/30/1949
03/01/1960-06/10/1960; 10/26/1960-03/15/1961; 08/12/1961-11/04/1961
You value success, career accomplishments, and executive power.
You are likely to believe in hard work, responsibility, and getting to the top
a step at a time. You may appear very authoritative (or dominating) to
others. You might idealize the Establishment or people in powerful positions. You could be fortunate in your profession. You can grow through
effort and steady, disciplined progress.
Your Jupiter is in the Fifth House: More Romance
You believe in love! You may idealize loved ones (including children)
and see only their best potential--or expect more than is possible from
them. You can be a great entertainer and may enjoy sports and games.
You probably have promotional, advertising or persuasive talents.
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Your Jupiter Makes an Aspect to Your Saturn
You can combine the spirit and the letter of the law: ethical and moral
principles blended with duty, responsibility and conscientiousness. Your
idealism and sense of meaning and purpose are backed up by hard work,
effort and practicality. You might make dreams into reality. (Sometimes,
you can end up with dashed dreams if you demand too much of yourself,
others, or life.) You have the ability to combine confidence, enthusiasm
and a nose for opportunity with competence, focus and solid achievements.
______
Next is Saturn, with its highly visible rings, symbolizing the natural
limits and laws of life. There are certain things we can do, some we
cannot do and some we must do. Saturn is a key to your sense of
responsibility, and how you handle duties, rules and necessities in life.
Your Saturn is in Capricorn: Conscientious Responsibility
03/15/1929-05/05/1929; 11/30/1929-02/24/1932; 08/13/1932-11/20/1932
01/05/1959-01/03/1962; 02/13/1988-06/10/1988; 11/12/1988-02/06/1991
You must take responsibility for your urge to structure, control and be
in charge. This means avoiding the extremes of (1) feeling the power
structure will block everything you do, or (2) feeling you have to maintain
total control in order to be safe. You need a career, a place to be the
expert, the authority, the person running the show. Careful planning in
terms of status, profession and the rules of the game pays off in the end.
Your Saturn is in the Fifth House: Controlled Creativity
You tend to take love relationships and children seriously, so might
delay or inhibit rather than risking a mistake. You might be ultra responsible with loved ones, so can sometimes work too hard for them or
demand a lot. You are probably much more creative than you credit yourself.
______
Then we reach Uranus--which has a strange tilt to it and almost rolls
along on its side. Uranus is a rebel within the solar system and
symbolizes your urge to be unique, to change, to reform, to break the
rules and to be different. Uranus is a key to your inventive spirit and
where you may do your own thing.
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Your Uranus is in Leo: Changing Thrills
08/24/1955-01/28/1956; 06/10/1956-11/01/1961; 01/10/1962-08/10/1962
You may be unique in your creativity, handling of love relationships or
willingness to take risks. You could be quite inventive and original. When
you break loose, it is dramatically. You need freedom of expression. You
meet challenges with zest, enthusiasm, excitement and confidence.
Your Uranus is in the Twelfth House: Changing Faiths
You might be quite intuitive. You are likely to have a unique viewpoint
on the meaning of life. You may demonstrate compassion in unusual
ways or have a progressive, avant-garde approach to beauty and art.
You may idealize freedom and seek to bring equality to all.
______
Neptune was the god of the seas in ancient times and symbolizes
mystery, illusions, dreams and fantasy. Neptune is a key to your imagination, your idealistic nature, your sympathies, compassion and where you
look for something higher and inspirational in life.
Your Neptune is in Scorpio: Powerful Dreams
12/24/1955-03/12/1956; 10/19/1956-06/15/1957; 08/06/1957-01/04/1970
05/03/1970-11/06/1970
You may idealize sex, intimacy, a partner or psychological understanding. You could seek a soul mate. You might be disillusioned about
therapy, sexual pleasure, abuse of power or inequality of shared
resources. You could be drawn toward beauty or art which arouses
strong emotions. You gain inspiration through intuition, an intense emotional focus, or a deep probing look at hidden matters.
Your Neptune is in the Third House: Imagery
You have quite a creative imagination and may create beauty through
words (poetry, singing, songwriting or graceful language). You could pick
up accents or foreign languages easily. You are sensitive to what is
implied as well as what is said. You understand feelings well.
______
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Pluto was the god of the underworld in ancient times and symbolizes
deep desires, intense passions and hidden things. Pluto is a key to your
urge for power, control and mastery, your yearning for an intimate, sexual
connection with another, and your ability to confront the dark side of life,
transforming negatives into positives.
Your Pluto is in Virgo: Controlled Dedication
10/20/1956-01/15/1957; 08/19/1957-04/11/1958; 06/10/1958-10/05/1971
04/17/1972-07/30/1972
You may totally concentrate on your work or health, seeking a complete understanding. You could transform your physical body or the job
you hold. You might be intensely passionate around issues of efficiency,
productivity and health. You may be good with details.
Your Pluto is in the Twelfth House: Imaginative Control
You may be quite intuitive. You are likely to have strong interests in
spiritual, artistic, or philanthropic areas. You may be drawn to drugs,
alcohol or other challenges to appetite mastery. You can turn negatives
into positives--in your life and the lives of others.
______

Astrology is Repetitive
Remember that needs and drives which are central in your nature will
be repeated in your horoscope. So pay the most attention to any ideas
which came up more than once in this report.
One way themes are repeated in a horoscope is by having three or
more planets in the same sign or in the same house. When this happens
it is called a stellium. You have the Moon, Venus and Uranus in the sign
of Leo, so it is liable to be more prominent in your nature:
Excitement draws you; you seek that adrenaline high. You may look
to physically risky activities such as motorcycling or taking chances
financially through speculation and gambling. With an urge to pour out
from your own center, doing more than has been done before, you can be
highly creative in many areas. Positive feedback (love, admiration, attention, applause) is important to you. Sometimes, you may decline to try
things because you fear being laughed at and cannot stand losing. A
natural leader, you would prefer to be onstage, swaying people emotionally--as long as you are assured of a positive response.
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You have the Sun, Pluto and the Ascendant in the sign of Virgo, so it
is liable to be more prominent in your nature:
Health and/or work are important focuses for you. You may combine
them in fields of nutrition, medicine, holistic health or even professional
hypochondria. You have marvelous abilities to analyze, discriminate and
find the flaws. This can make you a super employee, a marvelously
productive person or a critical pain in the neck, depending on where you
channel your desire to improve life and make it more efficient. You are
likely to have skills at handling details and be generally helpful.
You have the Moon, Venus, Uranus and Pluto in the 12th, so the nature of that house is liable to be more noticeable in your character:
Your faith in life is crucial here. If you trust in yourself and a Higher
Power, you are likely to be extremely effective, living out most of your
potential. If you are trying to carry the whole load yourself (playing God)
or expecting others to make everything perfect for you, disillusionment
and disappointment lie ahead. Beauty and spiritual, idealistic or religious
activities offer support.
______

Another way in which repeated themes can be indicated is all the twoway combinations in your horoscope: planet in sign, planet in house,
planet to planet aspects, etc. In the following paragraphs, references to
letters mean the 12 "letters" of the astrological alphabet. Letter 1 is Mars/
Aries/1st house, letter 2 is Venus/Taurus/2nd house, letter 3 is Mercury/
Gemini/3rd house, letter 4 is Moon/Cancer/4th house, etc. The placements and rulerships and aspects in your chart are weighted, and the
letters or letter pairs with the most significance are chosen. The annotation shows what factors contributed to the choice of each paragraph.
What follows are themes emphasized by the blends in your horoscope.

í
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3-12: Ultimate Absorption

ïñðóò

þýÿ

ôöõø÷

in 3rd, 3rd Rby in 12th, 12th Rby
Rof 3rd,
in 12th, 12th
HS
Cof 3rd, 12th HS  in 3rd, 12th HS  Cof 3rd, 12th HS

in 3rd, 12th HS  Cof 3rd, 12th HS  Cof 3rd, 3rd HS 
in
+-, 12th,  Rof 3rd,  MC in , 12th HS !#" MC in $ , % / &(') , * /
MC, . / /-021 , 3 /46527 , 8 /96:2;
This combination suggests the need to integrate logic/contrasts/people
near at hand/communication with compassion/union/the Universe/infinite
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ideals.
A strong creative imagination is likely, and you may be talented in
writing, fantasy, flowing language or making lovely objects. Mental/communication skills are probable and you may have a flair for languages or a
real gift for mimicry. You could easily try to absorb all the knowledge in
the universe, leading to being scattered, confused or overloaded in your
thinking. You can’t talk to the people right around you on the same
channel that you talk to God. A relative may have offered a role model
(positive or negative) for the search for infinite love and beauty. This can
range from the inspired artist, the martyred helper, burned-out or disillusioned victim, to the constructive healer, etc. You are likely to have a
wide array of interests and could overextend, so keep clear standards
about what is essential for you to learn, and what can be ignored.

Y

5-12: Magician

in 12th, 5th HS Z []\ Rof 12th, ^_` in 12th, 12th HS abc in d , 12th
HS efg in h , i jk in l , m no in p , 5th HS q rts in 12th, 5th HS u vxw
in 12th, 5th HS yz]{ in 12th, 12th HS |-}]~ Rof 5th, 5th HS ] in 12th,
12th HS ] Rof 5th, 5th HS x in 12th, 12th HS t Rof 5th, 12th
HS - in  , 12th HS 6 in  ,  / ,  / - , / ¡-¢£ , ¤ / ¥-¦¨§
This combination seeks to mix self-esteem/pride/speculation/excitement with selflessness/Union/unconscious faith/magic.
This combination often highlights dramatic talent--the ability to almost
"cast a spell" on your audience. You may have natural persuasive abilities (a real spellbinder) with talent for sales, acting, entertainment,
promotion, teaching, film work, advertising, politics, comedy, (or
martyrdom and hysteria). Artistic creativity is possible. Another option is
preferring recreation which involves an element of magic, illusion, fantasy
or imagination (films, romance, fiction, etc.). You can be an extremely
skilled host or hostess, creating fascinating, scintillating performances
and ideal party environments. Or, you may avoid the limelight unless
you’re sure you’ve arranged everything perfectly. Your solitude needs
compete with the drive to be a star; finding a compromise could be a
challenge. High expectations are likely in love relationships. This can
range from being "in love with love" and seduced or abandoned; to
avoiding love affairs or having children if you can’t do it "perfectly"; to
idealizing those you love and seeing only the best in them. You are likely
to put a high value on love (and possibly sex). Children, creativity,
recreation, speculation, gambling, or any form of risk-taking for greater
gain could also be idealized. Sometimes you might prefer to live with
your imagination or fantasies rather than dealing with the ordinary
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drudgery of life. If these themes are not integrated, you and lovers/
children could take turns playing the dramatic martyr, the hypochondriac
or other escapist roles. When balanced, love relationships are likely to be
intense, emotional, enthralling and exciting. You encourage the people
you love to reach their highest potential. You raise love to the nth degree.
2-3: Comfortable Communication
2nd Rby ÀÁÂ Cof 3rd, ÃÄÅ Cof 3rd, ÆÇÈ in 3rd, 3rd HS É-ÊË Rof 2nd,
2nd HS Ì6Í MC in Î , Ï / ÐÑÒ , Ó / ÔÕ MC, Ö / ×-ØÙ , Ú /Û6ÜÝ , Þ /ß6àâá
This combination ties together pleasure/sensuality/beauty/possessions/money with communication/thinking/versatility/relatives/dexterity.
You may find pleasure in thinking, learning, and talking--or wish to
learn and communicate only when it is comfortable and easy. You might
create beauty in language (e.g., poetry, flowing prose, song-writing or
composing). You could enjoy relatives or interactions with people near at
hand. You might be interested in, and like to discuss, finances, possessions, artistic endeavors or sensual gratifications. You might make
money through your mind, tongue or hands, or spend money on learning
or communication tools and toys. Another option is money dealings with
relatives. You are able to be casual, comfortable and relaxed, so most
people find you easy to relate to.
3-10: Rational

  Cof

MC
    MC,

MC in ã , ä in 10th, å æç in è , éëê MC, ì MC íî Rof 10th, MC ïñð
3rd, òôóâõ Cof 3rd, ö÷tø Rof 3rd, ùúüû]ý Rof 3rd, þüÿ MC in ,
in , MC
in 3rd, MC
Rof 3rd, /
, / MC, /
, /
/
, /
, /


 
  ! " # $&% ' ()+*

   

This combination seeks to mix versatility/curiosity/communication/
people near at hand with limits/duties/profession/power.
You have the potential for both mental quickness and perseverance,
but may feel an inner conflict between a light-hearted approach and a
more serious attitude; between being flippant versus being committed.
This could lead to being a somewhat casual and accepting authority
figure, but following rules, roles and regulations in informal social interactions. You could easily work with the intellect, but this pragmatic focus
might be overdone into criticism (of thoughts or speech--yours or other
people’s), limitation, or inhibition of your mental assets. Rationality is a
likely style for your thinking and communicating--a logical fact-finding and
summing-up of information. You mind (or dexterity or relatives or
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transportation) may be an important part of your profession.

I

4-5: Family Focus

Y[Z]in\ J , K in L , 4th Rby M in 5th, NPORQ Rof 4th, SUTWV in X , 4th Rby
Rof 5th, 5th HS ^_]` Rof 4th, abced Rof 4th, fhgji in 5th, kmlhnjo
Rof 4th, prqts in 5th, urvRw Rof 5th, xry{z in | , } / ~{t ,  / j ,  /
MC,  /   ,  /]
This combination ties together emotional security needs/sensitivity/
rootedness/nesting urges and creative needs/love/generosity/ego expansion.
You may exhibit incredible warmth, natural nurturance, and a great
capacity to love and be loved. You are likely to have a strong desire for
home, family, and emotional attachments. Caring is accentuated in this
combination. Feelings may tend to win over logic, but there is a push/pull
between protective silence (for the sake of your feelings or the feelings of
others) versus extroversion and moving into center stage. You need to
be able to pour out as well as to explore within. Love relationships are
likely to be a major focus in your life, especially children. Your creative
efforts may center around home, family and loved ones and you could
retain a childlike freshness and fun-lovingness that is a joy to share. Your
ability to sway people emotionally could also be valuable in promotional
fields. Strong love bonds are likely.




2-12: Make It Nice
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This combination joins ease/tangible beauty/finances/sensuality with
imagination/inspiration/Unity/idealism.
You are likely to have a strong aesthetic sense, and may have talent
for creating beauty in any form. You can tune into the infinite, and bring
an inspired vision down to earth to share with others. You may be able to
create beauty and pleasure from all the senses. Your creative imagination might bring in revenues, or psychic insights, or an intuitive sense of
patterns could contribute financially. Another possibility is idealizing
gratification, in which case indulgence might be overdone or money seen
as an ultimate value. Smoothness and harmony are usually preferred, so
being too relaxed and passive is possible, as well as avoiding or denying
unpleasantness. Generally, the focus is toward grace, beauty, comfort,
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pleasure and ease.
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5-6: Enduring Enterprise
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This combination ties together self-esteem/creativity/love/drama and
service/pragmatism/attention to details/humility.
Your self-esteem may be connected to your work accomplishments or
physical functioning. You are potentially very competent, with lots of vitality and confidence for doing a good job, but need to work at something
where you can shine, be recognized, be admired or receive attention.
You probably feel more vital and alive when being productive and effective. Working with loved ones (including children) is another option, or in
fields emphasizing creativity, speculation, leadership or dramatic instincts.
If your work or good health does not satisfy your need for significance,
there is the danger of unconsciously using illness to gain attention.
Alternately, you might apply the flaw-finding lens (which is useful on the
job) toward your own personality (overdoing self-criticism) or be too judgmental of lovers and/or children. The positive blend of these two themes
indicates a go-getter--potentially very dynamic, productive and
successful, combining tremendous confidence and enthusiasm with great
practicality.
6-12: Doing Dreams
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This combination points to a natural polarity and the need to blend
common sense/effort/details/service with idealism/submission/the Whole/
infinite love and beauty.
You are learning to balance the search for a beautiful dream with a
pragmatic assessment of the physical world. Inspiration and perspiration
pull together for best results. There is the potential of idealization of work.
This might indicate searching for the perfect job (ideal hours, pay, etc.),
wanting to do your work perfectly, looking for the universe to do the work,
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wanting your work to make a more perfect (or more beautiful world) or
considering doing a good job your highest ideal (really believing in the
work ethic). Both imaginative and rational, you can combine intuitive and
logical thinking for best results. However, you may sometimes feel torn
between your desire to fantasize and your need to get tangible results in
the world. Keep room for both functionality and beauty in your life. This
is a common polarity for artists and craftspeople of all kinds as well as
helpers and healers.
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3-5: Humorous
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This combination joins lightheartedness/language/thinking/curiosity to
joy/drama/ego expansion/risk-taking.
This suggests you can be a a vibrant, magnetic, entertaining conversationalist and bon vivant. You may have a childlike freshness to your
thinking, with an instinct for dramatic communication which stirs people’s
emotions. Sales and promotional talents are likely. You can also teach
with charisma and flair. Children and lovers are connected to the mind,
so you may enjoy sharing ideas, playing games or verbally stimulating
one another. If you are out of touch with your intellectual, detached side,
you might attract lovers or children who overdo lighthearted curiosity or
casual detachment. You need to shine through your mind, gaining positive recognition for your thinking or communication skills. Gifted with a
keen sense of humor, one of your contributions can be helping other
people to laugh.
5: Noteworthy
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Themes of excitement, drama, risking for positive response, creativity,
love, and attention are in high focus.
You need an adrenaline rush in your life! You may be drawn toward
speculative avenues: playing the market (hoping to make money), selling
or advertising (hoping people will buy) or gambling. You may pour out
emotionally in other ways, hoping for a response from the world: the
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actor/actress on stage (wanting applause); the teacher in front of the
class (wanting attention); the promoter (wanting to persuade others); the
lover (wanting love in return). At times, you might be too ego-vulnerable,
needing the good opinion of others more than is perhaps healthy. Inner
appreciation is vital. You need a forum to develop positive self-esteem.
You could be quite creative ranging from the artist who brings more
beauty into the world to the parent who brings children into the world,
hoping for love and positive regard. Feedback is as essential as air for
you; you need to feel appreciated, admired, applauded, recognized. If
personal pride (and arrogance) are carried too far, you could be egotistical and pompous. With balance, you can be quite charismatic, dramatic,
generous, expressive, dynamic, and exciting.
12: Ultimate Answers
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Themes of cosmic consciousness, infinite love and beauty, compassion, rose-colored glasses, escapism, and imagination are highlighted.
Your quest for a dream is vital in your life. This could lead you to
appreciate and create beauty in almost any form (including--but not
limited to) films, painting, dance, music, etc. You might become a helper
or healer (doctor, therapist, astrologer, counselor, etc.). You could direct
much compassion into philanthropy or a sympathetic ear when anyone
around you needs it. In extremes, this can lead to savior/victim relationships (with drug addicts, alcoholics, or other "needy" people) who activate
your desire to rescue. Keep such associations professional--with office
hours! Alternately, if the world seems too ugly, and you feel unable to
change it for the better, you may be tempted to escape--through alcohol,
daydreaming, tv, romantic fiction, etc. This is a problem if overdone.
Sensitive, intuitive, imaginative, you can tune into a reality Higher and
more beautiful than the one in which we live. You may bring magic into
people’s lives. Your idealism can help to make the world better (and/or)
more beautiful.
5-10: Careful Creativity
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This combination seeks to mix love/drama/excitement/self-esteem with
work/reality/pragmatism/authority issues.
You may possess a drive for power, but feel torn between power as a
source of joy, versus power as a responsibility; between zestful pursuit of
control, versus dominance as a necessary, unenviable role. You are
trying to make a comfortable blend between love needs and achievement
needs; between fun and practicality; between excitement and playing it
safe. A drive toward leadership is likely, but you may swing from carefully
working your way up the ladder, versus feeling you should be at the top
already. You need to be able to share the duties and discipline with those
you love. Otherwise, either you or your children/lover could overdo the
need for dominance or the sense of responsibility and seriousness, and
turn loving into "work." Your creative talents could contribute to your
career achievements--in teaching, persuasion, public relations, investing,
recreation or any areas which put you front and center, making your
mark.
More Layers?
If you are ready to look more deeply into your own nature, we would
suggest you try either the Planetary Profile or Your Astro Analysis.
The Planetary Profile is a synthesized report which brings together many
different pieces of the horoscope to present an integrated analysis of
various areas of your life: your basic identity, your career potentials, your
relationships, money, communication, parents, children and creativity,
beliefs and values and more. Your Astro Analysis is preferred by people
who wish to learn the "nuts and bolts" of astrology. In it, each piece of
your horoscope is interpreted, one at a time. (For example, your Sun’s
sign, then house, then each aspect is explained.) Your Astro Analysis
would be like an expanded version of this report (Spotlight On You).
Perhaps, however, you are ready to look ahead! If so, we suggest
Your Future: Outer Planet Transits. This report takes a look at how
you can make the most of your future possibilities. It analyzes the
aspects made by the outer planets (now and in future months) to the
planets in your birth horoscope. Using the slower moving outer planets
shows the major trends you will likely experience in your life.
Astro Communications Services offers a whole line of books and
references as well as our Personalized Astrology Lessons for people
who want to get into serious study (using a unique approach that picks
examples from your own chart). Our order line is 1-800-888-9983.
We find that the more we learn, the more we want to learn. Astrology
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is utterly fascinating because people (including you!) are utterly
fascinating. We hope you will enjoy your journey of exploration and
discovery.
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